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FOREWORD 

The idea for this thesis began taking form in a 

theme I wrote in the fall of I963 for Dr. John C. Guilds, 

a recognized authority on the works of Henry James and then 

the head of the Department of English at Texas Technologi

cal College. The paper, entitled "Lighting Techniques in 

The Portrait of a Lady, " vfas written in response to a chal

lenge by Dr. Guilds after he disagreed with my statement, 

m8.de during a cla-̂ s report, that the kiss of T7hite light

ning is the climax of Isabel Archer Osmond's growth toward 

total awareness. I attempted to establish that the kiss 

is the climax both of the novel and of the lighting tech

niques. Dr. Guilds's comments concerning the effectiveness 

of my theory in the term paper are as follows: "In many 

ways your paper itself is a 'shining light* which displays 

and uncovers and gives form to a corner of James's many-

sided art not hitherto fully appreciated--or even more than 

casually noticed. In insight, originality, critical fresh

ness—to mention only a few of its virtues—it makes a 

truly significant contribution: it contains the 'germ' for 

a rewarding new approach to Jamesian scholarship. . . . Cer

tainly your paper has opened a new vista of James to me, 

li 
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and I am grateful to you for it. I encourage you to go 

on with it, if your inspiration is at all still with you— 

as I hope it is." 

The original inspiration is still as intense as 

it was then. My most sincere appreciation goes to Dr. 

John Guilds for his encouragement in the theory which ul

timately became the basis for this thesis. I am also 

grateful to Dr. Kline A. Nail for his direction during its 

final preparation. 

Edris Sweiven 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

If a classic may be defined as a book that is 

thoroughly and continuously read rather than eagerly and 

V7ldely read, then Henry James is a writer of classics. 

His novels stand as shining examples of what may be done 

with the English language with skill, intense determina

tion, and revision. James himself vrrote that "the whole 

of anything is never told"; therefore, regardless of the 

abundance of materials one may find written about James 

and his works, not all that may be said ha-s been said. 

The aim of this study is to add a few x-jords on the art of 

Henry James, specifically on James's modes of lighting to 

portray a character's growth in a^wareness. 

All art thrives upon discussion of its merits. 

"The things which a literary artist does in order to make 

of his material an organic whole—the devices he consciously 

uses to achieve a rounded form—are rendered available for 

discussion, and for understanding, by definition and 

Henry James, The Notebooks of, Henry James, ed. by 
F. 0. Matthiessen and Kenneth B. Murdock (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 19^7), P. 18. 
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exemplification." James wrote that "art lives upon dis

cussion, upon experiment, upon curiosity, upon variety of 

attempt, upon the exchange of views and the comparison of 

standpoints; and there is a presumption that those times 

when no one has anything particular to say about it, and 

has no reason to give for practive or preference, though 

they may be times of honor, are not times of development— 

are times, possibly even, a little of dullness."^ Under 

those terms, the era of Henry James has not come to its 

end, and certainly it is not dull. James was far from be

ing a "perfect" writer, for perfection is not likely to be 

found in a human being of any stature. But he is one of 

few literary artists to publish a significant contribution 

to literature every year once he seriously embarked upon 

his i-Triting career. Rather than "dying out" or even level

ing off, the interest in Henry James and his works contin

ues to grow. Any so-called revival of interest in James 

"has in reality been the discovery of him as a great world 

literary figure, a veritable bridge from the romantic 

2 
Henry James, The Art of the Novel, intro, by 

Richard P. Blackmur (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
19^7), p. X. 

-̂ Henry James, The House of Fiction, ed. by Leon 
Edel (London: Hart-Davis, 1957), p. 25. 
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movement to all this is 'modern' in the literary art of 

the twentieth century." 

There are many possible reasons for the continuing 

interest in Henry James. For one, his style can no longer 

be deemed too difficult for the interested, learned reader 

of the tw^entieth century. His works can no longer be dis

missed as thin or lifeless by any educated person who has 

read James and is avrare of the totality of his literary 

edifice. Today's scholars realize that the "truth" in any 

artist lives for all time and all cultures. The very fact 

that James was a master in his craft makes it evident that: 

It is natural that books should multiply on the 
subject of Henry Janes. His art of story
telling is so conscious and deliberate that it 
offers itself unusua.lly well to critical exam
ination. There is indeed in his work a quite 
sufficient measure of that happy inspiration 
Vfhich is beyond all analysis and subject to no 
principle. But his most striking peculiarity, 
in contrast to English novelists in general. Is 
the prominence in his work of studied art. Not 
that the art obtrudes itself unduly upon the at
tention of the reader. On the contrary; it is 
uncommonly well-bred and self-effacing.5 

This unobtrusive art and its subtle diversity keep the 

fastidious Jamesian appeal alive. 

h 
Leon Edel, Henry James (Minneapolis: University 

of Minnesota Press, 19^0), p. 4l. 
^Joseph V/arren Beach, The Method of Henry James 

(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1918), p. 1. 



One of the most conscious intentions James had in 

his Tfriting techniques is to use light as the background 

of the awareness a central character may possess, or is 

capable of possessing, in a struggle to become aware of 

life, a frequent theme in James's works. In "The Art of 

Fiction" James defines a novel as "a personal, a direct 

impression of life: that, to begin with, constitutes its 

value, which is greater or less according to the intensity 

of the impression." This "intensity of impression" is 

too often paralleled by a "greater or less" intensity of 

lighting effects and images surrounding a central character 

to be mere coincidence by a novelist who advised young nov

ices "that your first duty is to be as complete as possible-

to make as perfect a work."'̂  Henry James's field of ideas 

is so fertile that it is hardly conceivable that any given 

arc of interest would be exhausted in a single work. It 

is likely, instead, tha.t repetition and variation of that 

interest from work to work, or even throughout a series, 

does in fact enhance it. One such arc of interest serves 

as the topic under study here. This paper proposes to 

demonstrate that Henry James fully intended for light to 

^James, The House of Fiction, p. 29. 

7 
Ibid., p. î 5. 



act as a mode of revelation in The. Portrait pf a Lady. What 

Maisie Knew, and The Awkward Age. 

James's famous "characters' growth in awareness" 

synergizes in two ways at once: by portraying James as a 

revealer of ethical truth and as a manipulator of the art 

of revelation. As James wrote: "It appears to me that no 

one can ever have made a seriously artistic attempt with

out becoming conscious of an immense increase—a kind of 

revelation—of freedom. One perceives in that case--by 

the light of a heavenly ray--that the province of art is 

all life, all feeling, all observation, all vision." 

This revelation or growth of character awareness 

is best explained by James's analogy to a house, in The 

5pu.sê  of Fiction, interpreted here by Leon Edel: 

James pictured th'̂  "House of Fiction" as a vast 
front, pierced by many windov/s. The windows, he 
said, were often mere holes, makeshift points of 
view; but stationed at each was a figure, a pair 
of eyes--or at least a field glass: a unique 
instrument of observation. It insured to the . 
person making use of it "an impression distinct 
from every other." The observers might watch 
the same shov7, but what they saw vras never the 
ssime. One would see more while the other would 
see less; one would see black v:hile the other 
saw white; one vrould see big, where the other 
sav7 small. And, not least, one would see 
coarse, where the other saw fine. "There is 
fortunately no saying on what, for the partic
ular pair of eyes. the windovr may not open, " 
said Henry James.° 

8Ibid.. pp. 38-39. 

^Ibid.. pp. 11-12. 



But when "the window does open and a character views life, 

his growth in awareness, or lack of growth, is reenforced 

by a lighting effect in some form or another. 

The three novels chosen to illustrate this light

ing usage have one common denominator: violation of inno

cence, in every instance the victim being a young or little 

girl. James believed that life is a process of seeing and, 

through awareness, attaining understanding; thus, if a 

character sees or is capable of seeing, she--Isabel Archer 

of The Portrait p£ a Lady, Maisie Farange of What Maisie 

Knew, or Nanda Brookenham of The Awkward Age.--is "in the 

light," so to speak, and if she does not see, for one rea

son or another, she is "in darkness." Henry James endows 

each one of these characters with the ability to choose 

between avrareness of life or the darkness of ignorance. 

The choice each makes is meticulously reenforced by modes 

of lighting. 



CHAPTER II 

THE PORTRAIT OF A LADY 

The Portrait of a Lady marks the end of the first 

of Henry James's three periods of writing. After its se

rialization. The Portrait of a Lady was published in 1881 

as a three-volume novel by Macmillan in London. It was 

James's largest and most serious attempt to that date, 

though it may seem somewhat obscure in comparison to the 

stately novels of the masterful third period. Many 

Jamesian critics have high acclaim for The Portrait of a 

Lady. It is regarded as "one of the great novels in the 

language" and "an original masterpiece," and even as one 

of "James's two great masterpieces." One critic has 

made the claim that The Portrait of a Lady "V7as the first 

novel by an American that made, within the limits of its 

subject, full use of the novel form. By comparison, no 

previous American novel, even those-of James, can claim 

^^F. R. Leavis, The Great Tradition (New York: 
George W. Stewart, Publisher Inc., 1950), P. 126. 

I^Marius Bev7ley, "Appearance and Reality in 
Henry James," Scrutiny, XVII (Summer, 1950), 102. 
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to be fully 'done.'"^^ Leon Edel, one of the best knoim 

and most authoritative of the Jamesian critics, said of 

The Portrait of a Ladv: "If his career had ended after 

producing it he would still rank as a major figure in the 

history of American fiction. "-̂ ^ 

There are many rhetorical devices within The Por

trait pfl a Lad?;- which demonstrate the strength of James's 

poetic beauty. These devices have repeatedly been subjects 

for scholarly exploration. But too few scholars have taken 

note of one of these devices, that of lighting to reenforce 

character awareness, in its full significance. By means 

of lighting, James's portrait of his lady becomes three-

dimensional. Only through lighting can the reader discern 

how im.portant character development was becoming to Henry 

James, As James vrrote after completing The Portrait of a 

Lady, 

Trying to recover here, for recognition, the 
germ of my idea, I see that it must have con
sisted not at all in any conceit of a "plot," 
nefarious name, in any flash, upon the fancy, 
of a set of relations, or in any one of those 
situations that, by a logic of their own, im
mediately fall, for the fabulist, into move
ment, into a march or a rush, a patter of 
quick steps; but altogether in the sense of 

I^Richard Chase, The American Novel and Its Tradi' 
tion (Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 
1957). P. 117. 

13 
'̂ Edel, Henry James, p. 23. 



a single character, the character and aspect of 
a particular engaging young woman, to which all 
the usual elements of a "subject," certainly of 
a setting, vrere to need to be superadded.!^ 

The Portrait of a Lady, then, became "a dramatic 

portrait of a carefully focused central figure, with 

every detail subordinated to that focus, the portrait it

self to exhibit a luminous virtue in dark and tragic cir

cumstances. "-̂ ^ Everything was to center itself in the 

consciousness of Isabel Archer for the specific purpose 

of emphasizing her avrareness of herself. James uses an 

imequalled lighting, shading technique to bring about a 

gradual revelation of total avrareness on the part of his 

heroine and to reenforce theme throughout his scenic dis

plays. Only through the mode of light does James show 

how Isabel becomes a character upon whom nothing is lost. 

To say that James did not minutely plan every detail of 

this lighting technique would be grossly erroneous. As he 

states of The Portrait of a Lady in his Notebooks. "There 

is a great deal to do here in a small compass; every word, 

therefore, must tell— every touch must count." 

I^Beach, The Method of Henry James, p. 12. 

^Oscar Cargill, The Novels of Henry James (New 
York: Macmillan, I96I), p. 79. 

James, Notebooks, p. 15. 
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In conceiving Isabel's character, James wrote: 

It was naturally of the essence that the young 
woman should be herself complex; that was rudi
mentary—or was at any rate the light in which 
Isabel Archer had originally dai-med. It vrent, 
however, but a certain way, and other lights, 
contending, conflicting lights, and of as many 
different colours, if possible, as the rockets, 
the Roman candles and Cathering-"wheels of a 
"pyrotechnic display," would be employable to 
attest that she vfas. 

James stated that his house of fiction has many 

windows open to all viewers. In The Portrait of a Lady 

he intricately uses different phases of light as windows 

through which Isabel may peer, but she can partake of the 

significance of this light only through a slovj maturation 

process. The windovrs are before all characters, in fact, 

but only those who have the ability for "total awareness" 

can see through them in the fullest sense. Naturally, the 

emphasis of the technique rests solely on Isabel herself, 

the central character—she vrho cannot see the dark ghost 

of Gardencourt until she has suffered enough to make her 

aware of its presence. 

One mode of lighting is a shading effect to produce 

an image to the reader of a character and his surroundings 

•̂ "̂ Henry James, The Portrait of a Lady^ Vols. Ill 
and IV of The Novels and Tales of Henry James (26 vols.; 
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1907-17), PP. xvi-
xvii. Hereafter documented by reference to volume and 
page number enclosed in parentheses within the text. 
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as they relate to the mood of the novel. This technique 

can be referred to as thematic heightening. It progresses 

through various dramatic scenes until it reaches its cul

mination in Chapter XLII. Its initial occurrence of im

portance is the scene in which Isabel is sitting in the 

library of her Albany, New York home, the "most depressing" 

of its rooms. The day is a "melancholy afternoon of early 

spring [on which] a crude, cold rain fell heavily" (III, 

30-31), Mrs. Touchett, the intruder into the library, says 

that Isabel is "sitting in a dreary room on a rainy day, 

reading a heavy book and boring herself to death. She 

didn't know she was bored" (III, 56). Certainly, Isabel 

has not yet been enlightened in any facet—this scene is 

the "dark" beginning of her progression toward "light." 

Later, when Isabel is at Gardencourt, the Touchett 

family home, she seats "herself on a garden-bench, within 

sight of the house, beneath a spreading beech, v;here . . . 

she formed among the flickering shadows a graceful and 

harmonious image" (III, 139-^0). In this scene Isabel is 

being placed before one of James's opened windows; she is 

soon to receive a letter from Caspar Goodvjood and a mar

riage proposal from Lord Warburton. But she is yet among 

the "flickering shadows." V/hen she definitely refuses 

Goodwood's often repeated plea to return home with him, 

Isabel looks "into the dusky void of the street, where a 

/ 
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turbid gaslight alone represented social animation" (III, 

225). After GoodX"7ood leaves Isabel as she requests, the 

"apartment was dark, but the darkness was tempered by a 

vague radiance" (III, 23I). It is Goodwood's kiss which 

is to conjure forth the brightest possible lighting image 

in the novel, the flash of white lightning. Finally, in 

Isabel's discussion with Ralph Touchett concerning her ap

proaching marriage to Gilbert Osmond, the garden in which 

they are seated is shadovred by "clear gloom. . . . The 

stillness of noontide hung over it, and the warm shade, 

enclosed and still, made bowers like spacious caves" (IV, 

63). Isabel is literally "enclosed" within her own mind. 

Scenes of "fireside chats" play a prominent part 

in this development of thematic heightening. Ralph's last 

talk V7ith his father about leaving Isabel a portion of his 

inheritance is in a room "lighted only by the flickering 

fire" (III, 254). Isabel's discussion with her husband, 

Gilbert Osmond, concerning Lord V/arburton's and Edward 

Hosier's attachments for Pansy, Osmond's daughter, is by 

a fire with a "flickering flame" (IV, 178). Her conversa

tion with Pansy regarding her feelings toward her two ad

mirers is in a room "lighted only by a couple of logs 

[producing] vague firelight" (IV, 253-5^). Isabel's final 

consultation vrith her husband regarding the affections of 

Pansy is described in the following manner: "The fire had 
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gone out; the lights in the great room were few. She 

[Isabel] drew her cloak about her; she felt mortally cold" 

(IV, 273). In this scene Isabel feels the deadness of her 

marriage, but she cannot "see through the window." 

Lighting as thematic heightening is brought to its 

highest realization in Chapter XLII, James wrote of this 

chapter: "It is obviously the best thing in the book, but 

it is only a supreme illustration of the general plan," 

Isabel is sitting by a dying fire in the drawing room of 

her and Osmond's house. She is disillusioned with her mar

riage as she quietly sits in the still room; her eyes are 

closed. She begins her meditative vigil in a room v/ith a 

well-attended fire and fresh candles, James writes that 

by the end of the revelations that cane to her that even

ing, "the lamp had long since gone out and the candles 

burned dovrn to their sockets" (IV, 205). At this point 

in the novel, as far as Isabel is concerned, the fire of 

life had gone out; her eyes are closed to the windows 

about her. 

Through these various dramatic scenes, mood is re

enforced by lighting techniques which parallel the matura

tion taking place in Isabel Archer, This thematic 

heightening does nothing more than add to the shading of 

^ 

18 
Chase, The American Novel and Its Tradition, p, 

126. 
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the overall portrait of the lady; lighting becomes most im

portant as the word "light" displays Isabel's developing 

ability for total awareness, an ability vjhich culminates 

with the flash of white lightning. 

That James intended for the word "light" to be a 

manifestation of Isabel's reaching total avrareness is ap

parent in the way he utilized it in her relationships to 

other characters. Early in the novel Isabel states, "Ralph 

will light my candle" (III, 92), And Ralph is to become 

her benefactor. When Isabel is pondering her possible mar

riage to Osmond, Ralph advises her to wait; vrhen she asks 

vrhat she should wait for, his answer is "for a little more 

light, [of which he] might have struck a spark or two" 

(IV, 66). In a similar fashion, Madame Merle, who is most 

certainly not a benefactress, describes herself to Isabel 

as usually remaining in "the quiet, dusky cupboard, . . . 

But when I've to come out and into a strong light—then, 

my dear, I'm a horror.'" (Ill, 275). But Isabel is to pass 

by many vrindows before she possesses the ability to see 

Madame Merle in a "strong light," therefore, to see her as 

she really is. Ralph refers to the Isabel of the period 

as "sailing in the bright light, over the heads of men" 

(IV, 69). 

Another illustration of lighting interchange be

tween other characters and Isabel is the scene when Isabel 
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enters the room in which Madame Merle and Osmond stand to

gether with "a desultory pause. . . . But the thing made an 

image, lasting only a moment, like a sudden flicker of 

light" (IV, 165). This sudden flicker is the commencement 

of Isabel's understanding of herself. It is enough, at 

this point in her gradual progression toward total avrareness, 

to open her eyes and perceive the vievr which has always 

been before her: the reality that there is more to the re

lationship of the tvro than what has been visible to her 

thus far. This scene has a direct result, one portrayed 

in Chapter XLII, as Isabel reflects upon all she has seen, 

and should have seen. From the moment Isabel sees the 

flicker, she begins to comprehend herself and those around 

her in a new light, at least in a more avrareful light. She 

has the ability to see through the opened windovr James has 

placed before her, but merely seeing throup:h the windovr is 

not an achievement of total avrareness. 

Isabel's earlier perception of her own nature was 

that she "should move in a realm of light, or natural vris-

dom, of happy impulse, of inspiration gracefully chronic' 

(III, 68). She had "a belief that if a certain light 

should davm she could give herself completely" (III, 72). 

As more windovrs are established before Isabel, she becomes 

aware that "of late . . . literature [her earlier love] 

had seemed a fading light" (III, 1^0). She can no longer 
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find her answers by escaping from life into literature and 

drab libraries. At this point James describes Isabel as 

"looking about her through the fading light [when she is 

asking Ralph], 'What am I to do?'" (Ill, 205). 

Isabel's consummate perceptual sensitivity is one 

step nearer as she realizes, in Chapter XLII, that "Osmond 

deliberately, almost malignantly, had put the lights out 

one by one. The dusk at first vras vague and thin, and she 

could still see her way in it. But it steadily deepened, 

and if now and again it had occasionally lifted there were 

certain corners of her prospect that were impenetrably 

black" (IV, 190), She views Osmond's four vralls as "the 

house of darkness, the house of dumbness, the house of suf

focation, Osmond's beautiful mind gave it neither light 

nor air" (IV, I96). She even realizes it is "the hot 

light of her disdain" (IV, 201) that is the one danger 

Osmond has not prepared himself for in her nature, "There 

was an everlasting weight on her heart—there was a livid 

light on everything. But Ralph's little visit was a lamp 

in the darkness" (IV, 203). At the end of Isabel's lonely 

vigil, she experiences her initial insight of total avrare

ness, but she feels "that she herself Just novr had no light 

to spare from her small stock" (IV, 260), 

V/hen the Countess Gemini reveals the past relation

ship of Madame Merle and Gilbert Osmond to her, Isabel 
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approaches Pansy, their child, "in a new and violent light" 

(IV, 37^). She feels "dark things . . . flash vrith a sud

den light" (IV, 375) vrhen she is presented to Madame Merle 

once again. Isabel reacts toward these new thoughts with 

"crude light" (IV, 379), and she realizes as she leaves for 

London against her husband's wishes that her mind is running 

a course through "strange-looking, dimly-lighted, pathless 

lands' (IV, 390). It is in this state that Isabel's total 

awareness is ultimately reached with the kiss like white 

lightning. 

James wrote that Isabel's "departure [after the 

illuminating flash] is the climax and termination of the 

19 
story." It is the climax because this brilliant light 

which precipitates the departure is the height of Isabel's 

growth tovrard total avrareness. "His [Goodvrood's] kiss vras 

like white lightning, a flash that spread, and spread again, 

and stayed" (IV, 436). The brilliancy of the lightning re

flects the tremendous growth pattern to that point. Isabel 

Archer Osmond becomes in those illuminating moments a char

acter upon whom nothing is lost. "She had not knoî m where 

to turn; but she knevr now. There was a very straight path" 

(IV, 436). Isabel must return to the darkness in order to 

gather her full bearings. "But when darkness returned she 

"James, Notebooks, p. 18. 
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was free. She never looked about her; she only darted from 

the spot. There vrere lights in the vrindovrs of the house; 

they shone far across the lavm. In an extraordinarily 

short time--for the distance vras considerable—she had 

moved through the darkness (for she savr nothing) and 

reached the door" (IV, ^36). 

This darkness, hovrever, cannot be called lack of 

avrareness, for Isabel must escape to it to off-set the 

blinding lightning vrhich results from Goodvrood's passion

ate appeal in order to appreciate its full meaning. Even 

in Isabel's momentary darkness, the lights in the vrindovrs 

are her motivation for eventual movement, and upon reaching 

the origin of these lights, she becomes a totally avrare 

character; she can see quite clearly the straight path; she 

has achieved the climax and termination of the story as 

James intended. 

In The Portrait of a Lady light reflects Isabel's 

gradual progression toward total avrareness through her op

portunities for insight and grovrth. She achieves the in

sight vrhen her maturation insures her ability to grasp it. 

As James might have said, the vrindovr is open to Isabel 

throughout the novel. She acquires it only on the last 

fevr pages, vrith the bolt of vrhite lightning. The light is 

Isabel's v.̂ indovr to enlightenment—insight into human nature 

—Jamesian total avrareness. Light as a mode of revelation 
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of complete total awareness in Isabel Archer Osmond is one 

aspect of the novel vrhich makes The Portrait of a Lady not 

Henry James's greatest masterpiece, but his first great 

masterpiece. 



CHAPTER III 

WHAT MAISIE KN̂ EW 

V/hat Maisie Knew, a work vrhich F, R. Leavis refers 

to as "perfect"^^ and Marius Bewley refers to as one of 

"James's tvro great masterpieces," was published in 1897 

by Heinemann of London after having first been serialized. 

It appeared at a time in James's productivity when, al

though he vras a distinguished man of letters, he felt re

pudiated by his reading public. From I890 to I895, James 

hadvrritten seven plays, all fairly well regarded as fail

ures. Upon returning to fictional narratives, James 

brought into his writing a new experimental technique, one 

he called the "scenic" system, vrhich, in a more sophisti

cated vray than in his earlier works, reflects light as a 

mode of character revelation. James wrote that "the 

scenic method is my absolute, my imperative, my only sal

vation."^^ Technical innovations of the next several 

novels James vras to write became even more important to 

his progression as a great novelist than the themes of 

^OLeavis, The Great Tradition, p. 126. 

•̂'-Bevrley, "Appearance and Reality in Henry James," 
p. 102. 

22 James, Notebooks, p. xviii. 

20 
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the novels—and most important of these techniques is rev

elation of character, that is, Jamesian total avrareness. 

This avrareness in James's characters is, to a large extent, 

brought about by modes of lighting. 

The heroine of V/hat Maisie Knew. Maisie Farange, 

is "the small expanding consciousness, . . . a register 

of impression," -̂  that James vras to save from ignorance. 

"It was to be the fate of this patient little girl to see 

much more than she at first understood, but also even at 

first to understand much more than any little girl, hovr

ever patient, had perhaps ever understood before" (XI, 9)* 

James regarded her not only as an "extraordinary 'ironic 

centre' [but also as having] the vronderful importance of 

shedding a light far beyond any reach of her comprehension. 

. . . To that, then, I settled—to the question of giving 

it all, the vrhole situation surrounding her, but of giving 

it only through the occasions and connexions of her prox

imity and her attention; only as it might pass before 

her and appeal to her, as it might touch her and affect 

her, for better or vrorse, for perceptive gain or percep

tive loss" (XI,x-xi). 

23Henry James, What Maisie Knew. Vol. XI of The 
Novels and. Tales of Henry James (26 vols. ; New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1907-17), PP. vi-vii. Hereafter 
documented by reference to volume and page number within 
the text. 
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James conceived the character of Maisie Farange 

in the following manner: 

Sketchily clustered even, these elements gave 
out that vague pictorial glow which forms the 
first appeal of a living "subject" to the 
painter's consciousness; but the glimmer be
came intense as I proceeded to a further 
analysis. At last . . . I vras in presence of 
the red dramatic spark that glowed at the core 
of my vision and that, as I gently blew upon 
it, burned higher and clearer. This precious 
particle was the full ironic truth—the most 
interesting item to be read into the child's 
situation (XI, vi). 

One of James's mature beliefs vras that life is a 

process of seeing and, through avrareness, attaining under

standing. In 1-fhat Maisie Knevr all "seeing" and eventual 

"understanding" is presented to the reader through Maisie 

herself. But Maisie must begin her avrakening of total 

avrareness in the darkness of ignorance. As Oscar Cargill 

vrrote: "Though her first vrorld is phantasmagoric, filled 

as vrith shadovrs bounding across a sheet, bit by bit it 

gains substance, gains, one might say, from the hardness 

of the reflected personages vrhom Maisie comes to know al

most too completely,"2^ 

Therefore, it was Henry James's intense purpose 

that "EVERYTHING TAICES PLA.CE EEFOR-: MAISIE. "^^ Maisie's 

ability to see through the vrindows placed before her. 

oil . 
Cargill, The Novels of Henry James, pp. 355-56. 

25 
-^James, Notebooks. p. 238. 
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through the maze of her ox̂ n understanding and misunder

standing, is revealed most intricately by various modes 

of lighting. 

First, James uses the word "light" to denote 

Maisie's perceptivity of the five characters vrho spark her 

"total avrareness," vrhich commences vrith understanding her 

parents in their ovm true light. She begins to "see" her 

father, Beale Farange, in the drawling room of the Countess, 

his current companion. "V/hen he had lighted a cigarette 

and begun to smoke in her face it was as if he had struck 

with the match the note of some queer clumsy ferment of 

old professions, old scandals, old duties, a dim percep

tion of vrhat he possessed in her and what, if everything 

had only—damn it.'—been totally different, she might 

still be able to give him. What she vras able to give him, 

hovrever, as his blinking eyes seemed to make out through 

the smoke, vrould be simply what he should be able to get 

from her" (XI, 182). 

Maisie has begun to see mainly because of an "al

most blinding whiteness of the light that sprang respon

sive to papa's quick touch" (XI, 177). But she has by no 

means reached any significant awareness, for Beale Farange 

yet appears to Maisie "in a lovely light of the Countess's 

splendour" (XI, 184), On the other hand, Maisie's mother, 

Ida Farange, becomes quite clear to Maisie once Maisie 
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begins her steps forward, but it takes years for her to 

grasp what had at intervals peeped out. Eventually Maisie 

is no longer puzzled, for Ida's "huge eyes, her red lips, 

the intense marks in her face formed an eclaira^e as dis

tinct and public as a lamp set in a window. The child 

seemed quite to see in it the very beacon that had lighted 

her path; she suddenly found herself reflecting that it 

was no wonder the gentlemen were guided" (XI, 211), 

The solution Maisie finds to her growing predica

ment with her natural parents is to bask in the love of 

her• step-parents, and of her ovrn Mrs, V/ix. When she vievrs 

these three in their actuality, certain truths culminate 

in a definite pattern of avrareness. 

Early in his acquaintance with Maisie, Sir Claude, 

her mother's husband, suggests taking a house for Maisie. 

At this suggestion, "the light broke that was always 

breaking to make his face more pleasant" (XI, I03). Much 

later, vrhen Maisie vrants to escape from all else and go 

to Paris alone vrith Sir Claude, he declares she cannot be

cause it is "so beastly expensive. . . . That note gave 

her a pang—it suddenly let in a harder light" (XI, 233). 

Tovrard the end of the novel, Maisie "knovrs" the truth; 

thus, she vievrs Sir Claude quite differently from her 

first Impressions. "In a flash she saw he was different— 

more so than he knew or designed" (XI, 3I8-I9), "Maisie 
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thought: there settled on her, in the light of his beau

tiful smiling eyes, the faintest purest coldest conviction 

that he was n't telling the truth" (XI, 319-20). 

Mrs. Beale, Maisie's father's wife, radiates a 

beam of "an intenser light" (XI, 129). She is to be "the 

second source . . . of the child's consciousness of some

thing that . . , she described to herself as a new phase; 

and it also presented in the brightest light the fresh 

enthusiasm vrith vrhich Mrs. Beale always reappeared" (XI, 

162-63). Maisie does not yet have total awareness, for 

at this point in the novel "Mrs. Beale had throim but a 

partial light" (XI, I65). Later, when Maisie's avrareness 

is more acute and she "sees" Ilrs. Beale for the first time, 

James x̂ rrites: "This situation had put on in a flash the 

bright form of Mrs. Beale. , . . All this vras too quick 

to count, but there was still time in it to give the 

child the sense of vrhat had kindled the light" (XI, 290). 

Mrs. VJix, Maisie's governess, acts as a catalyst 

in preparing Maisie for total avrareness. Soon after Mrs, 

V/ix Joins the family circle, upon Miss Overton's depar

ture, Î aisie realizes "that a fevr days' talk vrith Mrs. 

Wix quite lighted up . . . the little girl in a spot that 

had never even yet been reached" (XI, 23). Much later, 

when Sir Claude brings Mrs. Wix to Maisie once again af

ter a separation, "he presented the object of his 
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benevolence in a light that Maisie scarce knew whether to 

suppose the depth of prostration or the flush of triumph" 

(XI, 237), James describes Mrs. Wix as being avrare of 

Maisie's innocence, for she speaks to Maisie as if what 

she says "might practically suffice; yet in charity to 

fainter lights she threw out an explanation" (XI, 21^5). 

But Mrs. Wix is merely the catalyst; Maisie is to come to 

knovr more than her helper, for Maisie "threvr out a variety 

of lights [to Mrs. Wix, but being] preoccupied and over

awed, I4rs. Wix was apparently dim" (XI, 251). When Mrs. 

V7ix feels secure that she has reached Maisie, "it vras the 

light of her nevr authority that shovred from hovr far she 

had come" (XI, 278). Mrs. V/ix, however, is never to appre

ciate fully the significance of the avrareness Maisie is 

to achieve. James vrrites in the last line of the novel 

that "she still had room for wonder at vrhat Maisie knevr" 

(XI, 363). 

V/hat Maisie "knovrs" is a slovr mental compilation 

of her associations vrith all five of these characters. 

Most vividly, hovrever, James portrays the final ascension 

to total ax-rareness by using the vrord "light" as an expres

sion of character revelation for Maisie Farange herself. 

He depicts her "housing" vrith each parent for a six-

months' duration as "odd Justice in the eyes of those vrho 

still blinked in the fierce light projected from the 
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tribunal—a light in which neither parent figured in the 

least as a happy example to youth and innocence" (XI, 4). 

She perceives "in the light of a second episode that some

thing beyond her knowledge had taken place in the house" 

(XI, 90). V/hen Maisie's mother brings her latest lover 

to Maisie's schoolroom, there lingers "an afterglow of hot 

heavy light" (XI, 92). As Maisie develops tox̂ ard total 

avrareness, Mrs. V/ix plays a dominant part. After Mrs. Wix 

makes an ominous speech to Maisie, "the light of remark

able events soon enabled her companion to read it. It may 

indeed be said that these days brought on a high quicken

ing of Maisie's direct perceptions, of her sense of free

dom to make out things for herself" (XI, 99). 

Maisie's parents' lovers also figure in her devel

opment of total ax-rareness, V/hile Maisie still "sees" the 

Countess as a lovely person, James x-rrites that upon a re

turn from the Countess's, "the dim vigil of the lamp [at 

Maisie's house] made the place a contrast to the child's 

recent scene of light" (XI, 198). Ida Farange's lover, 

the Captain, reminds Maisie of the Countess because of 

"the kind light throxm . . . from [his] clean fair face" 

(XI, 193). But vrhen Maisie begins to see the reality of 

these situations, she feels different. "She had at least 

novr, with the first flare of anger that had ever yet 

lighted her face for a foe, the sense of looking up quite 
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as hard as anyone could look doim. . . , There vras liter

ally an instant in x̂ rhich Maisie fully sax7—saxf madness and 

desolation, savr ruin and darkness and death" (XI, 225), 

Sir Claude is one of the last Maisie can "see" with avrare

ness. His "dazzling sincerity" forces her to "blink at 

[the] excess of light" (XI, 259). Once she approaches 

total ax-rareness, she reflects on Sir Claude "in the light 

of some of the evidence" (XI, 3l6), and finally "after 

the shock of the first sharpness she could see intensely 

[the] direction and follox̂ r it from point to point" (XI, 

335). 

There is no "flash of vrhite lightning" in V/hat 

Maisie Kneii to strike a resounding bell in the reader's 

ear. Henry James is leaving his reader to supply full 

meaning to the x-rritten vrords. In a sense, he is convert

ing the reader into a character, placing him at the 

"scenic" windovr in the house of fiction. 

In What Maisie Knevr lighting is also important to 

the over-all structure of the novel by paralleling James's 

"scenic system" vrith the degree of Maisie's progression 

to total avrareness. This "thematic heightening" is a 

more subtle shading effect than discerned in an earlier 

James. 

V/hen Ida Farange leaves her daugher for good, she 

appears to Maisie "merely dark and dumb, , , , After she 
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had disappeared Maisie dropped upon the bench again and 

for some time, in the empty garden and the deeper dusk, 

sat and stared" (XI, 225-26), V/hen Beale Farange tells 

his daughter he is leaving her to go to America, Maisie 

feels "a flicker of passion" (XI, 190); she understands 

with "some great flashing dazzle" she shall never see him 

again if he goes, "There was a silence again betvreen them, 

but with a different shade of embarrassment from that of 

their united arrival" (XI, 192), 

Maisie refers to knox-ring Mrs. Beale vrhen she was 

yet Miss Overmore, her "lov7ly governess days," as "the 

grey dawn of their connexion" (XI, 159). Long before 

Maisie matures enough "to see," she asks the Captain if 

he loves her mother. James x-rrites: "It x-ras doubtless 

another consequence of the thick mist through vrhich she 

saw him that in reply to her question the Captain gave her 

such a queer blurred look" (XI, 152). 

Sir Claude best illustrates James's shading effect 

of all characters within the scope of Maisie's vrindow, 

V/hen meeting him for the first time, she "discerned 

through the blur Mrs. Beale seated there [in the drax-ring 

room] vrith a gentleman. . . . She felt the moment she 

looked at him that he vras by far the most shining pres

ence that had ever made her gape." She feels his smile 

to be "as bright as that of a Christmas-tree" (XI, 51)» 
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Late in the novel, vrhen Maisie begins to feel the pressure 

of making her oxm decisions, thus of leaving ignorance and 

innocence behind her, she attempts to escape completely 

with Sir Claude. "She met at present no demand x-rhatever 

of her obligation; she simply plimged to avoid it, deeper 

into the company of Sir Claude. She saw nothing that she 

had seen hitherto . , , she vrent about as sightlessly as 

if he had been leading her blindfold" (XI, 3^2), Maisie 

sees Sir Claude fully x-rhen he continues to side-step her 

question of their going avray together alone, "'V/ill you 

come? V/on't you?' she enquired as if she had not already 

seen that she should have to give him up. It vras the 

last flare of her dream. By this time she was afraid of 

nothing" (XI, 352). 

Maisie achieves total avrareness by being afraid 

of nothing, not even herself. She reaches this matxiration 

by a slox̂ r process, visualized for the reader by James's 

thematic heightening. 

James leaves no doubt as to the type vrorld in 

vrhich Maisie lives. By using thematic heightening, he de

scribes her at first at being "a mite of a half-scared in

fant in a great dim theatre. . . . Her little world was 

phantasmagoric—strange shadox̂ rs dancing on a sheet" (XI, 

9). "Her mind [x-ias] a collection of images and echoes to 

vrhich meanings were attachable--images and echoes kept for 
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her in the childish dusk, the dim closet, the high drax̂ rers, 

like games she xvras n't big enough to play" (XI, 12). But 

x̂ hen Maisie peers through one of James's carefully placed 

windox'7s, she has "the daxm of a suspicion" (XI, 38), and 

understands "in a flash" (XI, ^3). As she makes decisions 

for herself, she feels "the full, hot rush of an emotion 

more mature than any she had yet knox̂ n. It consisted of 

an odd unexpected shame . . . in an inferior light" (XI, 

120). 

There are tvro turning points in this maturation 

process, "revelatory" scenes Maisie must ponder in order 

to achieve total avrareness. In the first, an untimely 

meeting at Kensington Gardens betvreen Maisie and Sir Claude 

and Ida Farange and her Captain, Maisie "sees" her mother 

"svreeping down to the footlights as if she would Jump 

them" (XI, 1^2). Sir Claude and Ida act "like Japanese 

lanterns svrung under festal arches" (XI, 1^3). Maisie 

notices Ida looking at the Captain vrith a "face that xias 

like an illuminated garden" (XI, 1^4). But Maisie must 

return to "darkness" to gather her bearings Just as did 

Isabel Archer. She regards Sir Claude, after the 

Kensington Garden episode, as a "shine in her yearning eye 

like the single, the sovereign vrindovr-square of a great 

dim disproportioned room" (XI, 159). At this point in 

Maisie's maturation, James writes she enjoys "bright 
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intervals" (XI, l6l). In the second revelatory scene, 

Maisie and Mrs. Beale come upon Beale Farange and a lady 

friend. Maisie's father casually dismisses her in a most 

deprecatory manner. This is to be Maisie's last encounter 

with her father; immediately after it, she travels dovm 

"one dark street" after another (XI, 175). 

The apex of Maisie's avrareness takes place at 

Folkestone, vrhere Maisie and Sir Claude retire alone, but 

are Joined by Mrs. Beale and Mrs. Wix. Ultimately, Maisie 

must choose betvreen Sir Claude and Mrs. V/ix, and with this 

decision she becomes another of James's characters upon 

whom nothing is lost. 

The vreather at Folkestone parallels Maisie's pat

tern of avrareness. For a long vrhile after the arrival of 

Maisie and Sir Claude, the rains keep them more or less 

"shut up." But this "dank vreather" allox-rs Maisie time to 

muse upon her thoughts. "They shrank at last, all doubts, 

as the x-reather cleared up. . , , Little by little the 

spirit of hope filled the air and finally took possession 

of the scene, . . . But it was perhaps better still to 

creep in the shade—for the sun vras strong—" (XI, 266). 

It is coming to Maisie "that she vras distinctly on the 

road to know Everything" (XI, 281). Maisie still is re

lying heavily on Mrs. V/ix for guidance, but she has begun 

to surpass Mrs. V/ix in knovrledge. "It struck Maisie even 
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a little that there was a rope or two Mrs. Wix might have 

throx̂ m out if she vrould, a rocket or two she might have 

sent up" (XI, 303). Finally in "the coldness of her ter

ror, it seemed to her that suddenly she knevr, as she knew 

it about Sir Claude, what she was afraid of [vras] herself" 

(XI. 338), 

Novr Maisie can see clearly enough to make her 

choice betxToen Sir Claude and Mrs, V/ix, She sees that Sir 

Claude "tried again to shine a little" (XI, 35I) for her, 

but "Mrs. V/ix could make her flame" (XI, 357). Maisie's 

moment is fully her ovm, and I4rs, V/ix sighs, "Now your 

eyes are open, and I take you!" (XI, 358), Thus, with 

these lines Maisie's knox-rledge is fully achieved and fully 

recognized by the other characters present. As James 

VTrote in his Notebooks; [Mrs. Wix's] taking: Maisie to her 

ox̂ m poor, bare shabbiness of home and life--her rescuing 

her, declaring that she xrill do for her—That is my clear 

26 climax and denouement." 

I-Iaisie Farange's gradual progression tovrard total 

ax^areness is visualized for the reader of V/hat Maisie Knevr 

by definite modes of light. Once again Henry James's xfln-

doxT to enlightenment "opens" vrhen a young girl achieves 

enough maturity, in spite of her age, to be capable of 

seeing human nature as it is, thus to be a Jamesian 

26james, Notebooks. p. 262. 
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character "upon whom nothing is lost." Because of her 

ability to leave ignorance, and innocence, behind her, 

Maisie Farange is not left "in the dark." 



CHAPTER IV 

THE AV/Kl'/ARD AGE 

The Avrkx-rard Age, published in I899 by Heinemann, 

marks the near end of Henry James's second period of writ

ing. An "astonishing vrork of genius," ^ The Ax-rkvrard A^e 

is the "most elaborate expression of James's preoccupations 

in the '90's . . . and clearly the chief vrork of its per-

iod." Throughout the latter half of this second period, 

James xrs-s assimilating various techniques derived from his 

brief flirtation vrith the theatre. Of all these tech

niques, hovrever, there can be little doubt that one of the 

more important, both by influencing other vrriters and 

James himself, is the continuing development of modes of 

lighting, James's "scenic system," The experimental vrrit-

ing of this period can be regarded as "pure drama." " The 

'̂0 
Ax-rkvrard Age. is essentially a "novel in dialogue,"^ ten 

27Leavis, The Great Tradition, p. 126. 

28F, V/. Dupree, Henry Janes, ilmerican Hen of Let
ters Series (Nexr York: Sloane, 1951), P. 196. 

^^Percy Lubbock, The Craft, of. Fiction (Nexr York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1921), p." 190. 

^^Leon Edel, ed, , The Complete Pla?/-s of Henry 
James (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 19^9), P. 65. 

35 
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acts upon a stage, with characters who are illuminated in 

each "scene" by a complex lighting system and who, in turn, 

Illuminate the central figure, Nanda Brookenham. In a 

most meticulous style, James fully intended "that the pic

ture of Nanda Brookenham's situation, though perhaps seem

ing to a careless eye so to wander and sprawl , , , abides 

without a moment's deflexion by the principle of the stage-

play, "31 

Before The Avrkx-rard Age vras serialized in "Harper's 

Weekly," James explained his lighting scheme to the editor 

by drawing on a sheet of paper 

the neat figure of a circle consisting of a num
ber of small rounds disposed at equal distances 
about a central object. The central object was 
my situation, my subject in itself, to which 
the thing would ox̂ e its title, and the small 
rounds represented so many distinct lamps, as I 
liked to call them, the function of each of 
which would be to light with all due intensity 
one of its aspects, , , . Each of my "lamps" 
would be the light of a single "social occasion" 
in the history and intercourse of the characters 
concerned, and would bring out to the full the 
latent colour of the scene in question and cause 
it to illustrate, to the last drop, its bearing 
on my theme (IX, xvi-xvii). 

He ascribed any possible failure of his scenic form to the 

"lack of people clever enough to see"-̂  what he meant. 

3lHenry James, The Axvkx-rard Age., Vol. IX of The 
Novels and Tales of Henry James (26 vols.; New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1907-17), P. xxi. Hereafter doc 
umented by reference to volume and page nuraer within the 
text. 

3^James, Notebooks. p. 193. 
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The Ax'rkx̂rard Ap:e begins vrith Book One, which in a 

sense has become Act One. James opens his curtain, and 

as the auditorium lights dim, the stage lights set the 

scene. V/hat has previously been referred to as thematic 

heightening in a less mature author has become a deliber

ate and complex literary effect to create a mood and an 

image of character revelation through modes of lighting. 

These "illuminating occasions," as James called each book, 

contribute partial light to understanding Nanda and the 

choice she must make between knox-rledge and ignorance in 

order to become a character "upon vrhom nothing is lost." 

Throughout the ten books, light is most simply em

ployed to describe the various people of the story. These 

people are so artfully presented by lighting images that 

they reveal total characterization and purposes vrithin a 

few lines. For example, Edvrard Brookenham has "a pale 

cold face . . . with unlighted grey eyes" (IX, 66), He 

speaks, especially to his wife, "in his colourless vray" 

(IX, 68). Mr. Brookenham has such little importance in 

the Brookenham household that he "figures in [Mrs, Brook

enham' s] drawing-room only as one of those queer extin

guishers of fire in the corridors of hotels" (DC, 255). 

The Duchess is another character x-rho fits some

what oddly into Mrs, Brookenham's circle. She has 

"colourless hair" (IX, 52) and shines "with a confessed 

/ 
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light of fantasy" (IX, 63), Carrie Donner is the brave 

character; she has "the manner of certain shiny house-

doors and railings" (IX, 98). She vrants very much to be 

a part of Mrs. Brookenham's group. When she is finally 

admitted, she has "committed herself to a 'scheme of 

colour' that vras practically an advertisement of courage" 

(IX, 99). Lady Fanny is "a great calm silver statue" (IX, 

167). "She's a great glorious pagan, . . . a flash of in

sight into history, . , , a great natural poetic thing— 

an Alpine sunrise or a big high tide" (IX, 168), Mrs, 

Brookenham parallels Lady Fanny's understanding to "a 

steamer x̂ ithout a light . . , [or] a very large blind per

son in the middle of Oxford Street" (IX, 280), Little 

Aggie has "a smile as softly bright as a Southern davm" 

(IX, 9^). "The light of ignorance in [her] smile was pos

itively golden" (IX, 239). Vanderbahlc looks "almost rosy, 

brightly buttoned" (IX, 133), but he is "shaded . . . by 

a great striped sun-blind . . . [and has] the air of a man 

who had suddenly determined on a great blind leap" (IX, 

290). "It vras unavoidable [for him] to remain . . . in 

the dark" (IX, 29I). 

Mitchy appears to be a favorite of James. In the 

Preface James commends himself for "the whole array of 

terms . . . that are made to serve, all systematically, 

. . . for the presentation of . , . Mitchy" (IX, xxiii). 
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He introduces Mitchy with, "The vride noonday light of his 

regard was . . , really the redemption of his ugliness" 

(IX, 85). Mitchy accepts a compliment from Mr. Longdon 

"with his highest light" (DC, 125). His understanding is 

"without a shade of wonder" (DC, 309). He states that if 

he should ever have to suffer, he would "go off and do it 

alone somevrhere—in a dark room . . . or on a desert is

land" (DC, 463). When he is explaining Nanda's situation 

to Mr. Longdon, he does so "with the effect of his friend's 

returning afresh to be fed x^th his light" (DC, 484). 

There are tvro characters vrho most influence Nanda 

in her ascension to knox^ledge, Mr. Longdon, a father-figure, 

and Mrs. Brookenham, her mother. Mr. Longdon has "hair in 

which the silver had deep shadows, . . . a flicker in his 

quick brovm eyes, and positive sim-play in his smile." 

There is a "warning light" about him that says he shall 

"never again see fifty-five" (DC, 5). He tells Nanda that 

be belongs to "the tvrilight of time" (IX, 219). Although 

Mr. Longdon is a light to Nanda, he "sees" comparatively 

little. "He might not have been blind, but his vision 

. . . scarce shovred sharpness" (DC, 253). "A shade 

[dropped] over his face" (DC, l48), and a "gray gloom 

[covered] him" (DC, 481). 

In spite of Mrs. Brookenham's "flickering colour," 

she has "about her the pure light of youth" (DC, 42). 
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She speaks "x̂ rith a flash of solemnity" (IX, 15) and smiles 

"very dimly, very darkly" (DC, I96). V/hen she learns of 

Nanda*s affection for Vanderbanlc, she has a "sudden sense 

of the importance of this new light" (DC, 89). She quite 

correctly refers to her circle as "a litter of blind kit

tens" (DC, 165). She shares herself vrith them by opening 

"an inch or tx>ro . . , the door of her dim radiance" (IX, 

304). When impatient, she shovrs "not perhaps an irrita

tion, but a flicker of austerity" (DC, 326). 

The "illuminating occasions" of The Avrl̂ r̂ard Ap:e 

become more significant as modes of revelation as they are 

used to stage important scenes of the novel. In the Pref

ace, James points out several passages which "took . . . 

a good deal of doing," passages x-rhich he believed vrere 

"some of the positively most artful" (DC, xxii) of the en

tire novel. 

One of these is the ending scene of Book Fifth, 

"the hour of Mr. Longdon's beautiful and . . ', mystic at

tempt at a compact vrith Vanderbank, late at night, in the 

billiard-room of the country-house at which they are stay

ing" (DC, xxii-xxiii). The country-house is Mertle, the 

home of the Duchess, Mr. Longdon feels this particular 

time is best for approaching Vanderbank on the subject of 

Nanda because his thoughts have "finally glimmered out a 

little in this extraordinary place" (DC, 264). When 
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Vanderbank, x̂ ho has "a strong sense for shades of respect" 

(DC, 260), appears not to follox-r his purpose, Longdon 

openly admits his desire for Vanderbank to marry Nanda, a 

desire so strong that he has settled a considerable sum 

on her behalf. Upon this nevrs, Vanderbank, "shining," 

states, "Your announcement really lights up the mind." 

14r. Longdon "almost glox-red x̂ ith his pleasure" (DC, 268). 

During this intercourse, the entire house is, for 

all purposes, empty and dark. Only the billiard or "smok

ing" room is bright, lighted vrith "spreading, suspended 

lamp-light" (IX, 269). As the tx\'o talk, they are enclosed 

vrith a "bright circle" (DC, 270) of light from the lamp. 

Longdon has stepped out a great distance to speak as he 

does to Vanderbank. For the present he is pleased vrith 

Vanderbank's response. Vanderbank has "lighted his candle 

for him." He reminds Vanderbank, "You -ron't forget then, 

as x̂e promised, to put out the lights?" (DC, 275). Putting 

out the lights for Nanda is exactly what he vrould do if he 

carried out Longdon's suggestion. As the scene ends, and 

Book Fifth with it, Vanderbank is left "alone in the great 

emptily, lighted billiard-room" (DC, 276) to ponder the 

"modern shade" (DC, 274) Mr. Longdon has presented to him. 

A second scene that James emphasizes in the Pref

ace is the ending of Book Seventh, "the other nocturnal 

passage, imder Mr. Longdon's roof, betvreen Vanderbank and 
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Mitchy, vrhere the conduct of so much fine meaning, so many 

flares of the exhibitory torch through the labyrinth of 

mere immediate appearances, mere familiar allusions, is 

successfully and safely effected" (DC, xxiii). Vanderbank 

and Mitchy are left smoking before the fire in the library 

on a Sunday evening. Carrying his "innocent candle-flame," 

the host requests of the tx-ro men "to see that the greater 

windovr was fast and to turn out the library lamp" (DC, 365). 

"The August night vras hot and the air that came 

in charged and svreet. Vanderbank smoked vrith his face to 

the.dusky garden and the dim stars." He asks Mitchy to 

put out the "big lamp" and the "candles on the chimney," 

As Mitchy does so, he "promptly took in the effect of the 

diminished light on the character of the room, vrhich he 

commended as if the depth of shadow produced vrere all his 

companion had sought" (DC, 3^6). The tx-ro men talk in the 

"sociable dusk" (DC, 371), but simply do not xmderstand 

one another's viexrs. Mitchy responds "with an attention 

that spoke of his already recognising hovr the less tem

pered darkness favoured talk" (DC, 3^7). After the half-

hour's discourse, Mitchy, "in the ambiguous dusk, had 

never looked more droll" (DC, 379). 

At the end of the scene, it is Mitchy vrho has need 

to ponder all that has gone before him, but James leaves 

no doubt as to the impossibility of such an occurrence. 
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"The candles after a minute vrere out and his friend had 

gone, but Mitchy, left in darkness face to face vrith the 

vague quiet garden, still stood there" (DC, 379). 

James's "illuminating occasions" reach their ulti

mate goal, that of bringing Nanda and her guest for total 

avrareness to "full latent colour," in the last book of 

the novel. Book Tenth, appropriately titled "Nanda." Be

fore Book Tenth, hox-rever, James presents an image of Nanda 

Brookenham through the eyes of other characters. 

Vanderbank is the first to mention Nanda; vrhile 

speaking to Mr. Longdon, he describes her as "in a fog"; 

"it's all as yet rather a dark question for poor Nanda" 

(DC, 25-26). Nanda'a mother most proudly states that 

Nanda "does n't . . . see . . . and that's a kind of 

mercy" (DC, I67). Edxrard Brookenham, Nanda's father, says, 

"She's as bleak as a chimney-top when the fire's out" (DC, 

452). 

Nanda takes a fevr faltering steps tov7ard under

standing herself and others around her before Book Tenth, 

but she achieves total avrareness only x-rith the completion 

of the novel, at the end of Book Tenth. Nanda takes her 

Initial steps by accepting her station in life, that of 

being her mother's daughter. But she intends eventually 

to remedy this situation. For novr, she tells Vanderbank 

that he can "find me . . . in the depths of the forest" 
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(DC, 207). When she has a "delicate dawn of a sense" (DC, 

323), she has "begxm dimly to smile" (DC, 328). She has 

high hopes for herself, for as she tells Vanderbank: 

"You'll think I make myself out fearfully deep—I mean in 

the way of knovring everything x-rithout having to be told" 

(DC, 3^6), It is with Mitchy that Nanda really tastes her 

desire for a deep knovrledge. She wishfully tells him, "Oh 

I know everything.'" (DC, 355). James adds that Nanda is 

speaking to Mitchy in such a manner "to create between 

them the fullest possible light" (DC, 358). Tox-rard the end 

of their conversation, Mitchy, walking to a window, says 

"It's going to brighten." Nanda responds, "Not quite yet— 

but I think it xiill" (DC, 36O). The scene ends x̂ ith the 

two standing before the vrindovr "through which a faint sun-

streak began to glimmer and play" (IX, 3^2). 

Just as Maisie Farange needed someone to act as a 

guide in her search for ax^areness, so does Nanda Brookenham. 

This personage is to be Mr. Longdon. It is he who points 

the vray for Nanda though he himself does not develop a po

tential for total avrareness. Longdon is the first "to 

make out . . . an emotion of her [Nanda's] ovm trembling 

there beneath her tension. His glimpse of it widened— 

his glimpse of it fairly triumphed" (DC, 154). It is he 

who appeals "to her for a light or two" (DC, 218) and vrho 
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gives her "a flurried sense that she might displease him 

least by a graceful lightness" (DC, 228). 

Vanderbrook's visit to Nanda, vrhich opens Book 

Tenth, establishes the mood for Nanda's grox̂ th. He tells 

her that "one does n't come in in the dark, or at least, 

if one does, deserves vrhat one gets" (IX, 493). If Nanda 

vrere not already determined to "find the light," this 

challenge vrould most likely motivate her, "The talk [vrith 

Vanderbank] had become dim to her" (DC, 496), Nanda must 

search for knovrledge by herself. She tells Vanderbank, 

"Yoii've made me stand as still as Joshua made the sim" (DC, 

508-09). It x-rould be easy for Nanda to stop her grovrth 

and remain ignorant of all that is around her; she refuses 

to do so. 

Nanda has become avrare of hox-r little light she has, 

but she is the only one x-rho is taking any notice of the 

deficit. Teasingly, she says to Mitchy, "Has n't it come 

out all round novr that I loiovr everything?" This state

ment "fairly diffused a light. Mitchy's face turned of a 

colour that might have been produced by her holding close 

to it some lantern vronderfully glazed." Then she adds that 

she knox-rs everything—"Everything . . . but vrhat you're 

talking about" (DC, 524). 

Nanda has begun to grox-r impatient vrith herself 

for not being able to see fully. As she realizes that 
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nothing has ever really been hidden from her, as it has 

with Little Aggie, she takes a step nearer to total avrare

ness; she is beginning to look through the ubiquitous vrin

dow. She explains to Mitchy: "V/hy I get the benefit of 

the fact that there xsras never a time vrhen I did n't knovr 

something: or other, and that I became more and more avrare, 

as I grew older, of a hundred little chinks of day-light" 

(DC, 528). 

It is novr time for Nanda to stand at the window 

placed before her and to add together the many "chinks of 

day-light" that she has glimpsed from time to time. For 

her final ascension to avrareness, she returns to her 

guide, Mr. Longdon, and looks "at him vrith her long grave 

straightness," a straightness vrhich novr has "a play of 

light beyond any smile" (DC, 535). She attempts to ex

plain herself and her whole situation to him, but he does 

not and cannot have her ax^areness. Finally, he begins to 

understand a portion of vrhat Nanda is saying; the remain

der he does not vrant to knoxr. When she announces her de

cision to come vrith him, "his face changed as light 

dax-med." Nanda adds, "I'll come if you'll take me as I 

am—" (DC, 538). Nanda is ready to see herself and her 

world in actuality; all she asks is that she be accepted 

on the same terms—to be taken as she is. She, like 

Maisie, need no longer be afraid of herself, but for 
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a moment yet Nanda does not have full control of herself. 

Her burst of tears in a quick collapse has the fury for 

her that the bolt of lightning had for Isabel Archer. Her 

face is buried in a torrent of tears for a sharp, brief 

moment. She recovers "xsrith an effort worthy of her fall" 

(DC, 5^0). "It vras all obviously clearer to her than ever 

yet, and her sense of it found renevred expression; so that 

she might have been, as she vround up, a very much older 

person than her friend. 'Everything's different from vrhat 

it used to be'" (DC, 544). 

Everything is different, for Nanda can "see," but 

nothing has really changed. Nanda has achieved the full 

insight that her maturation x-rill allovr. By trading her 

innocence for a knoxTledge about humanity, she has become 

a character "upon vrhom nothing is lost," 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

Although all of Henry James's stylistic techniques 

help to achieve the final greatness of his novels, light 

as a mode of revelation, especially in its adaptation 

from one novel to another, is one technique which demands 

further scrutiny by critics and scholars. Even before his 

full maturity as a novelist, James masterfully presented 

characters vrho are in the process of learning about life 

as though they are people on a stage rather than people 

on a page. This presentation, a part of James's scenic 

system, depends heavily on lighting. Lighting schemes al-

lox-r James to shovr his scenes, not to tell them, and to let 

his reader Judge for himself while the characters live 

their ox-m stories. Through lighting modes, James's char

acters are allovred to cultivate their ox-rn consciousnesses 

to the fullest extent that each has-the potential to do; 

but in return for new-found knox-rledge and insight, the 

character must relinquish his innocence, innocence of 

those in the environment and innocence of himself. This 

is not to say that all of James's characters are "in the 

light" at the end of each novel. Only certain ones have 
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full potential for light, but almost all characters pass 

through light from time to time. 

The three characters involved in this study, Isabel 

Archer Osmond of The Portrait of a Lady, Maisie Farange of 

What. Maisie Knevr, and Nanda Brookenham of The Avrkvrard Age, 

are eventually able to see through James's vrindow to en

lightenment by not being afraid of themselves and, thus, 

being able to cope vrith their worlds by making their oxm 

decisions, Isabel chooses to return to Rome; Maisie 

chooses to live vrith Mrs, V/ix; and Nanda chooses to go 

with, Mr, Longdon, Each of these choices is made by a 

young lady who can think and feel and see objectively af

ter her vision of herself has been "lighted" for her and 

after she has "felt" life. Each young lady becomes a 

character upon vrhon nothing is lost. 

This study makes the fact evident that modes of 

lighting are employed as a basis for character revelation 

in The Portrait pf a Lady, V/hat Maisie Knew, and The 

Âvrla-rard Age., It is apparent that in each of these vrorks 

Henry James had a preconceived effect he x-ranted to achieve; 

exactly hovr fully this effect vras assimilated through his 

later period of vrriting is yet to be uncovered and dis

played for all the literary vrorld to see. 
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